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Abstract— While previous works on privacy-preserving serial
data publishing consider the scenario where sensitive values may
persist over multiple data releases, we find that no previouswork
has sufficient protection provided for sensitive values that can
change over time, which should be the more common case. In
this work, we propose to study the privacy guarantee for such
transient sensitive values, which we call theglobal guarantee. We
formally define the problem for achieving this guarantee. We
show that the data satisfying the global guarantee also satisfies
a privacy guarantee commonly adopted in the privacy literature
called the local guarantee.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been much study on the issues in
privacy-preserving data publishing [5], [10], [4]. Most previ-
ous works deal with privacy protection when only one instance
of the data is published. However, in many applications, data is
published at regular time intervals. For example, the medical
data from a hospital may be published twice a year. Some
recent papers [6], [11], [3], [2], [8], [1] study the privacy
protection issues formultiple data publications of multiple
instances of the data. We refer to such data publishingserial
data publishing.

Following the settings of previous works, we assume that
there is a sensitive attribute which contains sensitive values
that should not be linked to the individuals in the database.
A common example of such a sensitive attribute is diseases.
While some diseases such as flu or stomach virus may not be
very sensitive, some diseases such as chlamydia (a sexually
transmitted disease (STD)) can be considered highly sensitive.
In serial publishing of such a set of data, the disease values
attached to a certain individual can change over time.

A typical guarantee we want to achieve is that the probabil-
ity that an adversary can derive for the linkage of a person toa
sensitive value is no more than1/`. This is well-known to be a
simple form of`-diversity [5]. This guarantee sounds innocent
enough for a single release data publication. However, when
it comes to serial data publishing, the objective becomes quite
elusive and requires a much closer look. In serial publishing,
the set of individuals that are recorded in the data may change,
and the sensitive values related to individuals may also change.
We assume that the sensitive values can change freely.

Let us consider a sensitive disease chlamydia, which is a
STD that is easily curable. Suppose that there exist 3 records
of an individualo in 3 different medical data releases. It is
obvious that typicallyo would not want anyone to deduce with
high confidence from these released data that s/he has ever

Id Sex Zip- Disease
code

o1 M 65001 flu
o2 M 65002 chlamydia
o3 F 65014 flu
o4 F 65015 fever

Id Sex Zip- Disease
code

o1 M 65001 chlamydia
o2 M 65002 flu
o3 F 65014 fever
o5 F 65010 flu

(a) T1 (b) T2

Fig. 1. A motivating example

contracted chlamydia in the past. Here, the past practically
corresponds toone or moreof the three data releases. There-
fore, if from these data releases, an adversary can deduce with
high confidence thato has contracted chlamydia in one or more
of the three releases, privacy would have been breached. To
protect privacy, we would like the probability of any individual
being linked to a sensitive value in one or more data releases
to be bounded from the above by1/`. Let us call this privacy
guarantee theglobal guaranteeand the value1/` the privacy
threshold.

Though the global guarantee requirement seems to be quite
obvious, to the best of our knowledge, no existing work has
considered such a guarantee. Instead, the closest guarantee of
previous works is the following: foreachof the data releases,o
can be linked to chlamydia with a probability of no more than
1/`. Let us call this guarantee thelocalized guarantee. Would
this guarantee be equivalent to the above global guarantee ?
In order to answer this question, let us look at an example.

Consider two raw medical tables (or micro data)T1 and
T2 as shown in Figure 1 at time points 1 and 2, respec-
tively. Suppose that they contain records for five individuals
o1, o2, o3, o4, o5. There are two kinds of attributes, namely
quasi-identifier (QID)attributes andsensitiveattributes. Quasi-
identifier attributes are attributes that can be used to identify
an individual with the help of an external source such as a
voter registration list [7]. In this example, sex and zipcode are
the quasi-identifier attributes, while disease is the sensitive
attribute. Attribute id is used for illustration purpose and
does not appear in the published table. We assume that each
individual corresponds to at most one tuple in each table
at each time point. Furthermore, we assume no additional
background knowledge about the linkage of individuals to
diseases [2], [1], and the sensitive values linked to individuals
can be freely updated from one release to the next release.

Assume that the privacy threshold is1/` = 1/2. In a
typical data anonymization [7], in order to protect individual
privacy, the QID attributes of the raw table aregeneralizedor
bucketizedin order to form someanonymized groups(AG) to



Sex Zipcode Disease
M 6500* flu
M 6500* chlamydia
F 6501* flu
F 6501* fever

Sex Zipcode Disease
M 6500* chlamydia
M 6500* flu
F 6501* fever
F 6501* flu

(a) T∗

1
(b) T∗

2

Fig. 2. Anonymization forT1 andT2

hide the linkage between an individual and a sensitive value.
For example, tableT ∗

1 in Figure 2(a) is ageneralizedtable of
T1 in Figure 1. We generalize the zip code of the first two
tuples to 6500* so that they have the same QID values in
T ∗

1 . We say that these two tuples form ananonymized group.
It is easy to see that in each published tableT ∗

1 or T ∗
2 , the

probability of linking any individual to chlamydia or flu is at
most 1/2, which satisfies the localized guarantee. The question
is whether this satisfies the global privacy guarantee with a
threshold of1/2.

For the sake of illustration, let us focus on the anonymized
groupsG1 and G2 containing the first two tuples in tables
T ∗

1 andT ∗
2 in Figure 2, respectively. The probability in serial

publishing can be derived by the possible world analysis.
There are four possibleworlds for G1 and G2 in these two
published tables, as shown in Figure 3. Here eachpossible
world is one possible way to assign the diseases to the
individuals in such a way that is consistent with the published
tables. Therefore, each possible world is a possible assignment
of the sensitive values to the individuals at all the publication
time points for groupsG1 and G2. Note that an individual
can be assigned to different values at different data releases,
and the assignment in one data release is independent of the
assignment in another release.

Consider individualo2. Among the four possible worlds,
three possible worlds linko2 to “chlamydia”, namelyw1, w2

and w3. In w1 and w2, the linkage occurs atT1, and inw3,
the linkage occurs atT2. Thus, the probability thato2 is
linked to “chlamydia” in at least one of the tables is equal
to 3/4(= 0.75), which is greater than1/2, the intended
privacy threshold. From this example, we can see that localized
guarantee does not imply global guarantee.

In the full version [9] of this paper, we show that in order
to ensure the global guarantee, the sizes of the anonymized
groups typically need to be bigger than that needed for
localized guarantee. In the above example, we can use size
4 anonymized groups as shown in Figure 4. There will be
4! × 4! possible worlds. It is easy to see that3/4 of the
possible worlds do not assign chlamydia too2 in the first
release,3/4 of them do not assign chlamydia too2 in the
second release, and3/4× 3/4 = 9/16 of the possible worlds
do not assign chlamydia too2 in both releases. The remaining
possible worlds assign chlamydia too2 in at least one of
the two releases. Hence, the privacy breach probability =
1 − 9/16 = 7/16 < 1/2. However, in [9], we show that
the exact condition for privacy guarantee is not simply a size
requirement, but a bound on a size ratio between that of the
group and the sensitive value occurrences.

The contributions of this paper include the following: We

point out the problem of privacy breach that arises with
localized guarantee and propose to study the problem of global
guarantee in privacy preserving serial data publishing. We
formally analyze the privacy breach with transient sensitive
values.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
surveys the previous related works. Section III contains our
problem definition and show shows that the data satisfying the
global guarantee also satisfies a privacy guarantee commonly
adopted in the privacy literature called thelocal guarantee.
Section IV describes a general formula for the breach prob-
ability. Section V concludes our work and points out some
possible future directions.

In the full version [9] of our paper, useful properties related
to the anonymization under the global guarantee are derived.
These properties are related to the anonymized group sizes.
Typically group sizes greater than that required for the local-
ized guarantee will be needed to attain the global guarantee.
These properties are then leveraged in the proposal of new
anonymization strategies that can minimize the information
loss. We have also conducted extensive experiments with a real
medical dataset to verify our techniques. The results show that
our methodology are very promising in real world applications.
Details can be found in [9].

II. RELATED WORK

Here, we summarize the previous works on the problem
of privacy preserving serial data publishing.k-anonymity has
been considered in [3] and [6] for serial publication allowing
only insertions, but they do not consider the linkage probabil-
ities to sensitive values. The work in [8] considers sequential
releases for different attribute subsets for the same dataset,
which is different from our definition of serial publishing.

There are some more related works that attempt to avoid the
linkage of individuals to sensitive values. Delayed publishing
is proposed in [2] to avoid problems of insertions, but deletion
and updates are not considered. While [11] considers both in-
sertions and deletions, both [2] and [11] make the assumption
that when an individual appears in consecutive data releases,
then the sensitive value for that individual is not changed.As
pointed out in [1], this assumption is not realistic. Also the
protection in [11] is record-based and not individual-based.
This is quite problematic. As in our running examples, there
are tworecordsfor one individual o2, namely,t1 in tableT1

andt2 in tableT2 (note thatT1 andT2 need not be consecutive
releases, so that the sensitive value linked too2 can change
even if we adopt the above unrealistic assumption in [2], [11]).
If we consider just tuplet1, then there are only 2 possible
worlds wheret1 is linked to chlamydia in Figure 3, namely
w1 andw2. If we just consider tuplet2, there are also only 2
possible worlds linking it to chlamydia, namelyw1 and w3.
Hence,T ∗

1 and T ∗
2 satisfy the record-based requirement of

[11] if the risk threshold is 0.5. In fact, these are possible
tables generated by the mechanism proposed in [11]. However,
we have shown that this anonymization does not provide the
expected protection for the individuals.



Sex Zipcode Disease
M 65001 flu
M 65002 chlamydia

T1

Sex Zipcode Disease
M 65001 flu
M 65002 chlamydia

T2

Sex Zipcode Disease
M 65001 flu
M 65002 chlamydia

T1

Sex Zipcode Disease
M 65001 chlamydia
M 65002 flu

T2

Sex Zipcode Disease
M 65001 chlamydia
M 65002 flu

T1

Sex Zipcode Disease
M 65001 flu
M 65002 chlamydia

T2

Sex Zipcode Disease
M 65001 chlamydia
M 65002 flu

T1

Sex Zipcode Disease
M 65001 chlamydia
M 65002 flu

T2

(a) Possible world 1w1 (b) Possible world 2w2 (c) Possible world 3w3 (d) Possible world 4w4

Fig. 3. Possible worlds forG1 andG2

Sex Zipcode Disease
M/F 650** flu
M/F 650** chlamydia
M/F 650** flu
M/F 650** fever

Sex Zipcode Disease
M/F 650** chlamydia
M/F 650** flu
M/F 650** fever
M/F 650** flu

(a) T1∗ (b) T2∗

Fig. 4. Anonymization for global guarantee

The `-scarcity model is introduced in [1] to handle the
situations when some data may be permanent so that once an
individual is linked to such a value, the linkage will remain
in subsequent releases whenever the individual appears (not
limited to consecutive releases only). The major focus of
[1] is the privacy protection for permanent sensitive values.
However, for transient sensitive values, [1] and [11] adoptthe
following principle.

Principle 1 (Localized Guarantee):For each release of the
data publication, the probability that an individual is linked to
a sensitive value is bounded by a threshold.

However, we have seen in the example in the previous sec-
tion that this cannot satisfy the expected privacy requirement.
Hence, we consider the following principle.

Principle 2 (Global Guarantee):Over all the published re-
leases, the probability that an individual has ever been linked
to a sensitive value is bounded by a threshold.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Suppose tablesT1, T2, ..., Tk are generated at time points,
1, 2, ..., k, respectively. Each tableTi has two kinds of at-
tributes,quasi-identifier attributesandsensitive attributes. For
the sake of illustration, we consider one single sensitive at-
tributeS containing|S| values, namelys1, s2, ..., s|S|. Assume
that the sensitive values for individuals can freely change
from one release to another release so that the linkage of an
individual o to a sensitive values in one data release has
no effect on the linkage ofo to any other sensitive value
in any other data release. Assume at each time pointj, a
data publisher generates an anonymized versionT ∗

j of Tj for
data publishing so that each record inTj will belong to one
anonymized groupG in T ∗

j . Given an anonymized groupG,
we defineG.S to be a multi-set containing all sensitive values
in G, andG.I to be the set of individuals that appear inG.

Definition 1 (Possible World):A series of tablesTS =
{T p

1 , T p
2 , ..., T p

k } is a possible world for published tables
{T ∗

1 , T ∗
2 , ..., T ∗

k } if the following requirement is satisfied. For
eachi ∈ [1, k],

1) there is a one-to-one correspondence between individu-
als in T p

i and individuals inT ∗
i

2) for each anonymized groupG in T ∗
i , the multi-set of

the sensitive values of the corresponding individuals in
T p

i is equal toG.S.
Let p(o, s, k) be the probability that an individualo is linked

to s in at least one published table among published tables
T ∗

1 , T ∗
2 , ..., T ∗

k .
Let t.S stand for the sensitive value of tuplet. We say that

o is linked to s in a tableT p
i if for the tuple t of o in T p

i ,
t.S = s. Following previous works, we define the probability
based on thepossible worldsas follows.

Definition 2 (Breach Probability):The breach probability
is given by

p(o, s, k) =
Wlink(o, s, k)

Wtotal,k

(1)

where Wlink(o, s, k) is the total number of possible worlds
whereo is linked to s in at least one published table among
T p

1 , T p
2 , ..., T p

k and Wtotal,k is the total number of possible
worlds for published tablesT ∗

1 , T ∗
2 , ..., T ∗

k .
For example, in our running example, for the tables shown

in Figure 2, p(o2, s, 2) is equal to 3/4 wheres is equal to
“chlamydia”. For the tables shown in Figure 4,p(o2, s, 2) is
equal to 7/16. We will describe how A general formula to
calculatep(o, s, k) can be found in Section IV.

While privacy breach is the most important concern, the
utility of the published data also needs to be preserved. There
are different definitions of utility in the existing literature.
Some commonly adopted utility measurements are described
in Section II.

In this paper, we are studying the following problem.
Problem 1: Given a privacy parameter̀ (a positive inte-

ger), a utility measurement,k − 1 published tables, namely
T ∗

1 , T ∗
2 , ..., T ∗

k−1 and one raw tableTk, we want to generate a
published tableT ∗

k from Tk such that the utility is maximized,
and for each individualo and each sensitive values,

p(o, s, k) ≤ 1/`
Note that the above problem definition follows Principle 2

for global guarantee as discussed in Section II. For example,
for the tables shown in Figure 4,p(o2, s, 2) is equal to 7/16
(≤ 1/2), which satisfies the global guarantee.

A. Global versus Localized Guarantee

Here, we show that protecting individual privacy with Prin-
ciple 2 (global guarantee) implies protecting individual privacy
with Principle 1 (localized guarantee). Under Principle 1,let
q(o, s, j, k) be the probability that an individualo is linked to
a sensitive values in the j-th table. Following the definition



of probability adopted in most previous works [11], [1], we
have

q(o, s, j, k) =
Llink(o, s, j, k)

Wtotal,k

whereLlink(o, s, j, k) is the total number of possible worlds
in which o is linked tos in the j-th table andWtotal,k is the
total number of possible worlds for thek published tables.

In our running example,k=2 and from Figure 3, there are
four possible worlds,Wtotal,k = 4. Consider published table
T ∗

1 . There are two possible worlds whereo2 is linked to
chlamydia (s), namelyw1 andw2. Thus,Llink(o2, s, 1, k) =
2 and q(o2, s, 1, k) = 2

4 = 1
2 . Similarly, when j = 2,

q(o2, s, 2, k) = 1
2 .

In general, it is obvious that Wlink(o, s, k) ≥
Llink(o, s, j, k) for any j ∈ [1, k]. We derive that

p(o, s, k) ≥ q(o, s, j, k)

Hence we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1: If p(o, s, k) ≤ 1/` (under Principle 2), then for

any j ∈ [1, k], q(o, s, j, k) ≤ 1/` (under Principle 1).
Corollary 1: Principle 2 (global guarantee) is a strictly

stronger requirement than Principle 1 (localized guarantee).

IV. B REACH PROBABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we give the general formula of the breach
probabilityp(o, s, k). Consider an anonymized group inTj for
individual o denoted byAGj(o). Let nj be the sizeAGj(o).
Let nj,i be the total number of tuples inAGj(o) with sensitive
value si for i = 1, 2, ..., |S|. Without loss of generality, we
consider the privacy protection for an arbitrary sensitivevalue
s = s1. With the above notations, we have the following
lemma for the general formula ofp(o, s, k).

Lemma 2 (Closed Form ofp(o, s1, k)):

p(o, s1, k) =

∏k

j=1 nj −
∏k

j=1(nj − nj,1)
∏k

j=1 nj

(2)

From Equation (1),p(o, s1, k) is defined with a conceptual
terms with the total number of possible worlds. Lemma 2
gives a closed form ofp(o, s1, k). Given the information of
nj (i.e., the size of the anonymized group in thej-th table)
andnj,1 (i.e., the number of tuples in the anonymized group
with sensitive values1 in the j-th table), we can calculate
p(o, s1, k) with its closed form directly.

Example 1 (Two-Table Illustration):Consider that we want
to protect the linkage between an individual and a sensitive
values1. Supposeo appears in both published tablesT ∗

1 and
T ∗

2 . Let AG1(o) andAG2(o) be the anonymized groups inT ∗
1

and T ∗
2 containingo. Suppose bothAG1(o) andAG2(o) are

linked to s1.
By the notation adopted in this paper,nk is the size of

AGk(o) and nk,1 is the total number of tuples inAGk(o)
with sensitive values1.

By Lemma 2, we have

p(o, s1, k) =
n1n2−(n1−n1,1)(n2−n2,1)

n1n2

=
n2,1n1+n1,1n2−n1,1n2,1

n1n2

Example 2 (Running Example):In our running example as
shown in Figure 2, consider the second individualo2 and a
sensitive value “chlamydia”. We know thatn1 = n2 = 2.
Supposes1 is “chlamydia”. Thus,n1,1 = n2,1 = 1. With
respect to the published tables as shown in Figure 2, according
to the formula derived in Example 1,

p(o2, s1, 2) = 1×2+1×2−1×1
2×2 = 3

4

which is greater than1/2 (the desired threshold).
However, if we publish tables as shown in Figure 4, then

n1 = n2 = 4 andn1,1 = n2,1 = 1.

p(o2, s1, 2) = 1×4+1×4−1×1
4×4 = 7

16

which is smaller than1/2.
In this example, we observe that, since the published tables

as shown in Figure 4 have a larger anonymized group size
(compared with the published tables as shown in Figure 2),
p(o2, s1, 2) is smaller.

We aim to publish tableT ∗
k like Figure 4 at each time point

k such thatp(o, s, k) ≤ 1/` for each individualo and each
sensitive values. How to anonymize the table can be found
in [9].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new criterion ofglobal guar-
anteefor privacy preserving data publishing. This guarantee
corresponds to a basic requirement of individual privacy where
the probability of linking an individual to a sensitive value in
one or more data releases is bounded. We show that global
guarantee is a stronger privacy requirement than localized
guarantee which has been adopted in previous works.
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